Questions for Remainer Candidates
In the December 2019 General Election

Introduction
YouTube commentator Jeff Taylor1 rightly raises the issue that mainstream media interviewers are
not asking prospective Remainer MPs very important questions. This neglect is leaving many
important issues off the discussion table and keeping people in the dark about matters that they
would have very strong feelings about. This is the usual bad biased journalism we expect today.
It prompted me to do their work for them and ask these potent questions to shed some light on
these issues for UK Christians considering how to vote. I acknowledge a partial debt to Jeff Taylor
in this regard.

Vital questions for prospective Remainer MPs
Federalism
The purpose of the EU, from its very early beginnings, was to become a superstate, a federal global
power. The ‘United States of Europe’ was its earliest slogan.
The attraction of Britain joining a common market for trade advantages was never the point. That
was merely a deceit to get Britain (and other states) into the club. EU officials have stated this
openly.2 Indeed, the original purpose was to destroy nation states altogether and make European
countries merely regional entities within an EU empire. 3 The influx of millions of African, Middle
Eastern and Asian immigrants was deliberately orchestrated in order to mongrelise European
national cultures to make them more amenable to self-destruction. The purpose is to create
mongrelised states that have no national historical and cultural identity.
The process of further integration towards a complete federalised system is constantly going on
and the EU is closer to this goal now than it was in 2016. Treaties such as Maastricht and Lisbon
are steps towards getting us to this point and these treaties are still being outworked.
Question
When will you tell the truth that Britain is to be dismantled under a federalised super-state with
Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland becoming separate entities within the EU? In addition, other
regions in England will become separate regions within the EU under EU control (not county and
borough councils), such as the Southwest, the Southeast, the Midlands etc. When will you tell
voters that staying in the EU means destroying Britain forever?
Economic issues
New entrants to the EU must join the Euro.
Question
Will the SNP tell Scottish voters that if they win an independence referendum next year, and then
join the EU, that Scotland will have to join the Euro?
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Britain currently has a special op-out protocol within the Maastricht Treaty preventing us from
joining the Euro. However, if we Remain in the EU that option will be eventually removed as
staying in the EU means ever closer union under the Lisbon Treaty. It would also mean being
under the European Central Bank’s monetary control, taxes being directly levied by the EU and
England having to get its budgets authorised by the EU
Question
Will Remainers tell their voters that staying in the EU will eventually mean that Britain has to join
the Euro and ditch the pound?

The nations of the EU are almost all suffering significant economic depression. Even Germany is
facing recession and its main banks are in crisis over debts. The serious problems experienced
within Greece have still not been solved. The northern part of Europe has relative prosperity but
the southern part is facing severe crisis with massive unemployment and budget problems. The
larger nations are favoured at the expense of the smaller nations. The fundamental problems of a
single currency mean that these economic issues cannot be solved in traditional ways (such as a
nation devaluing its currency).
Question
Will Remainers be honest with voters that the EU is in serious economic turmoil and that staying
within it is unwise?

The scaremongering project fear tactics of Remainers and the establishment have painted terrible
pictures of economic downturn if we leave the EU. In fact, very many sound economists have
stated the exact opposite – explaining that being released from the shackles of a protectionist state
would mean taking advantage of emerging markets in the East and free trade deals with multiple
other nations -–leading to cost cutting – e.g. cheaper food and clothes.
Question
When will Remainers present a balanced argument about the economic effects of leaving the EU
and admit that many economists affirm that Britain would be far better off?

The gross bill to be in the EU has risen since 2016 to £398 million per week.4
Question
Will Remainers tell the public that the true cost of being in the EU is now nearly £400 million a
week?
Immigration issues
New entrants to the EU must join the Schengen Area. 5 This means a completely unbridled open
border, freedom of movement, policy within the EU.
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Question
If Scotland secedes from the United Kingdom and joins the EU, will the SNP tell voters that
Scotland will have no control whatsoever over border controls and unbridled immigration?

If Britain were to Remain in the EU, it would also be gradually forced to be part of the Schengen
Area as part of closer union under the Lisbon Treaty.
Question
Will Remainders tell British voters that if they stay in the EU they will soon have absolutely no
control over the flood of immigrants coming into Britain?
Security issues
Britain is currently signed up to be a partner in the EU Defence Force (EU Army) and I have
written a paper on this serious matter.6 One reason why the May government did this was the
presumption that Britain would exit the EU and so the government did not want to tarnish
negotiations by obstructing other matters – so it signed up and acquiesced.
Boris’ deal does not get us out of this commitment, but being out of the EU in certain areas would
give us some leeway to avoid Brussels dominating British security and foreign policy; but it would
require a treaty change.
So, Britain is currently on the way to being dominated by Brussels in the area of defence and
foreign policy. British soldiers have already performed war games in Europe with EU shoulder
flashes under the command of a non-British officer.
Question
As you want to Remain in the EU, when will you tell the British people that our armed forces will
soon be under the control of unelected EU officials and our regiments become a part of the EU
army? Will you allow the EU to take over Britain’s nuclear deterrent or allow Britain to lose its seat
on the UN Security Council?

Conclusion
It is my belief that many Remain voters amongst the public would be appalled to learn about these
issues and would not support them. This is why the Remainer media is not asking the relevant
questions and these issues are not being aired.
Essentially, the public is having the wool pulled over its eyes, where vital issues are hidden and
unfounded scaremongering about the future is peddled instead. This is the politics of deceit.
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